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Abstract

A deep irony of  COVID-19 likely  originating from a bat-borne coronavirus  ( Boni  et  al.

2020 ) is that the global lockdown to quell the pandemic also locked up physical access to

much  basic  knowledge  regarding  bat  biology.  Digital  access  to  data  on  the  ecology,
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geography, and taxonomy of potential viral reservoirs, from Southeast Asian horseshoe

bats and pangolins to North American deer mice , was suddenly critical for understanding

the disease’s emergence and spread. However, much of this information lay inside rare

books and personal files rather than open, linked, and queryable on the internet. Even the

world’s experts on mammal taxonomy and zoonotic disease could not retrieve their data

from shuttered laboratories. We were caught unprepared. Why, in this digitally connected

age,  was such fundamental  data describing life  on earth not  already freely  accessible

online?

Understanding why biodiversity science was unprepared—and how to fix it  before the

next pandemic—has been the focus of our COVID-19 Taskforce since April 2020 and is

continuing (organized by CETAF and DiSSCo). We are a group of museum-based scientists

with  the  simple  goal  of  opening  the  rich  ecological  data  stored  in  natural  history

collections to the research public. This information is rooted in what may seem like an

unlikely location—taxonomic names and their historical usages, which are the keys for

searching literature and extracting linked ecological data ( Fig. 1 ). This has been the core

motivation of our group, enabled by the pioneering efforts of Plazi   ( Agosti  and Egloff

2009 ) to build tools for literature digitization, extraction, and parsing (e.g., Synospecies,

Ocellus) without which biodiversity science would be even less prepared. Our group led

efforts  to  build  a  new pipeline  from Plazi  to  the Biodiversity  Literature  Repository at

Zenodo, a free and unlimited storage database ( Agosti et al. 2019 ), and then to GloBI, an

open-source database of  biotic  interactions ( Poelen et  al.  2014,  GloBI  2020 ).  We  also

developed a direct integration from Pensoft Journals to GloBI, leveraging that publisher’s

indexing of computer readable terms (called semantic metadata; Senderov et al. 2018 ) to

extract mammal host and virus information.

Figure 1.

Taxonomic  names  and  their  usages  are  the  key  for  unlocking  host-virus
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interaction  data.  Flow  of  information  from  digitizing  taxonomic  treatments

containing species names and their historical usages (Plazi and Zenodo), to searching

biodiversity literature for data linked to names, to connecting those biotic interactions

in an ecological network (GloBI). Data can also flow directly into GloBI from Pensoft-

style journals that publish data with computer-readable tags.

Overall, considerable progress was made. In total, 85,492 new interactions were added to

GloBI from 14 April to 21 May 2020 (see entire dataset on Zenodo: Poelen et al. 2020 ). Of

those, 28,839 interactions are present when subset to "hasHost", "hostOf", “pathogenOf”,

“virus”,  and  4,101  unique  name  combinations  are  present  after  considering  mammal

species synonymies (from Meyer et al.  (2015) ).  Of those interactions, they involve 892

species of mammals and 1,530 unique virus names, which compares to 754 mammals

and  586  viruses  in  the  most  recent  data  synthesis  ( Olival  et  al.  2017 ).  While  these

liberated  data  may  still  include  redundancies,  they  demonstrate  the  value  of  our

approach  and  the  expanse  of  known  but  digitally  unconnected  data  locked  in

publications.

We can liberate data from publications, but doing so is expensive and does not scale to

the continual influx of new but inadequately digitized literature. It is clear that Pensoft-

style semantic publishing needs to be expanded to all major journals, especially since the

pandemic has created an opportunity for re-thinking the way we do science in the digital

age.  Thankfully,  our  future  is  not  the  past.  We cannot  waste  resources  to  rediscover

biodiversity a second time. We collectively call for change to the publishing paradigm, so

that published data is directly accessible, citable, discoverable, and reusable as complete

digital knowledge.
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